SPRING 2020

Florida Coronavirus Update

From the Chair
It’s hard to even know where to begin
with this article as it relates to what has
happened since our last newsletter.
Suddenly, the entire world is dealing
with a pandemic of a virus that pretty
much none of us had heard about prior
to January of this year. It has been a
hectic and trying time for not only our
industry, but, our nation as a whole.
Public transit has suddenly been
thrown into a spotlight that we didn’t
know was coming. Every county in
our state has adjusted operations and
have had to initiate their emergency
operations plans and procedures. Here
at the Treasure Coast Connector, the
COVID-19 crisis has reiterated that
effective public transportation is vital
to keeping our community running. By
serving essential workers in healthcare,
emergency services, food services,
and other sectors, we are once again
reminded that public transportation
is not only a service for some people,
but produces systemic benefits for the
community at large. We may not all
use public transit, but we all depend
on someone who does. Through the
dedicated operations at Community
Transit/Council on Aging of St. Lucie,
Inc., extensive mitigation efforts
have been implemented to ensure
extra measures of protection for our
passengers and operators.
Nationwide, transit ridership has
dropped by 78%. The riders that
remain are being transported to critical
essential services, such as hospitals
and health care centers, pharmacies,
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(continued on page 3)

As this article is being
written,
all
transit
systems in Florida are in
emergency
operations
mode. Every county is
being affected by the
Coronavirus pandemic
and things are changing
rapidly. It’s difficult to
even begin to outline an
“update” on what’s going
on in Florida, because it
is a daily struggle to keep
up with the ever-changing
services that are being
provided (or reduced)
and the new protocols that all of our systems are having to adjust to.
In February, many of our transit systems were already working on new cleaning
protocols to ensure their employees and passengers were staying as healthy as
possible. As March brought the first diagnosed case in Florida, things started to rapidly
(continued on page 2)

Huge Crowds for the 2020 Legislative Day!
On February 11, 2020, the Florida
Public Transportation Association (FPTA),
Florida Commission for Transportation
Disadvantaged
(CTD),
Florida
Developmental Disabilities Council, and
The ARC of Florida, Inc. united to hold
the Annual Legislative Day at the Capitol

Building in Tallahassee.
Hundreds of people gathered inside
and outside the Capitol to visit vehicle
displays, informational tables, and listen
to speeches from Kevin Thibault, FDOT
Secretary; Murriah Dekle, FPTA Chair;
(continued on page 5)

Coronavirus
(cont. from page 1)
progress from there. Here are a few stats from our
transit systems that have been reporting daily, as of
late April, 2020:
• 34 have waived fares
• 34 are limiting the number of passengers on
their vehicles
• 10 have built barriers for the operators
• 67 have reduced services or ceased operations
all together
• 26 are providing masks, gloves, or other PPE
to protect the operators
• 29 are providing meal deliveries
• 12 are requiring passengers wear masks
• 4 are monitoring the passenger’s temperatures
before allowing them to board
Every system in Florida has seen a reduction in service, many
as much as 80% or higher. The services that are now being
provided are generally limited to life-sustaining medical services,
transportation for healthcare providers, or trips for other essential
workers. Our operators are in the line of fire every single day,
and they continue to show up ready to work and willing to put
their lives on the line. We can’t thank them enough for their
tireless service.
Even in the midst of chaos, innovation can arise. In Jacksonville,
JTA is operating four autonomous vehicles, in full autonomous
mode without attendants or other people onboard, to transport
COVID-19 tests from a drive-thru testing site to a processing
laboratory on Mayo Clinic’s campus. The COVID-19 test
samples are placed in secure containers prior to Mayo Clinic
healthcare professionals loading the samples onto the shuttle.
StarMetro in Tallahassee has quickly created driver protection
barriers for Paratransit and Fixed route buses that can be made
and installed using components that can be found in nearly
any hardware store. In Pinellas County, they have started an
Essential Services program via on demand service (Uber, taxi,
etc.). Essential employees can use these services to get to work,
especially useful as bus service has been reduced and in some
areas, it no longer is operating.
In response to this nationwide emergency, federal lawmakers
have provided monetary relief to our transit systems. As part of a
$2 trillion stimulus package to address the wide-ranging impacts
of the COVID-19 Pandemic, $25 billion was allocated to mass
transit. The funding is broken out as follows:
• 5307 Urbanized Formula Grants:
$13.9 billion
		
(Florida’s portion– $903,221,466)
• 5311 Rural Area Formula Grants: $1.8 billion
		
(Florida’s portion– $55,616,793)
• 5337 State of Good Repair: $7.6 billion
		
(Florida’s portion– included in $5307 total)
These are record levels of funding for transit and the funds will
be distributed by the Federal Transit Administration (FTA) and
the Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT), and represent
a 100% federal cost share (no local match required). We thank
the U.S. Congress for providing this funding and ensuring these
dollars are dedicated to transit in Florida.
FDOT, CUTR, FPTA, and the CTD continue to monitor the
service adjustments being made and the needs of each transit
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system. The partnership between these agencies is an effort
to provide statewide information sharing and best practices.
FDOT and CUTR remain the key agencies in this response and
have jointly created a document titled “COVID-19 – Emergency
Management Tips and Practices for Bus Transit Systems”,
which was created to provide transit agencies with guidance to
help them effectively respond to this crisis. This document is a
compilation of tips, strategies, and practices that other public
transit across the country have implemented to help reduce the
risk of being infected and/or spreading the COVID-19 virus.
Additionally, it includes mitigation strategies and updates from
the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), state and
local emergency operations centers, and industry associations.
It is being updated frequently, and can be found on FPTA’s
Coronavirus Web Page, at www.floridatransit.org/coronavirus.
Our state, the nation, and the world are all under attack by an
invisible threat. The transit system in Florida is to be commended
for reacting so swiftly to an unknown and unparalleled
emergency situation. We should all be proud at how rapidly we
have come together to find innovative solutions and to keep our
communities safe.

Advertising Rates and Information
Our next newsletter will be out in August 2020. The
newsletter is printed in full color, and past copies may
be seen on our website at https://floridatransit.org/
publications.
To ensure inclusion we must have final copy no later
than July 31st.
Rates are as follows:
Business Card
- $ 75
¼ Page - (4” x 5.5”)
- $150
½ Page - (8” x 5.5”)
- $275
½ Page (Back Fold)
- $325
Full Page - (8” x 10.25”) - $400

Ads can be purchased online with a credit card here https://floridatransit.org/publications. Upon receipt, you
will be provided with instructions on how to upload your
ads. Please do not email ads to FPTA staff.

FDOT’s Mobility Week 2019
Across the state of Florida, people are making choices about
transportation on a daily basis. Whether they have a car that
they call their own, or travel around using public transit,
transportation fuels Florida’s economy and impacts everyone’s
quality of life. “What moves you?” is at the heart of the
Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT)’s Mobility Week.
Launched as a Central Florida initiative in 2016, Mobility Week
celebrated its second year as a statewide effort from October
25 to November 1, 2019. FDOT’s Mobility Week was inspired
by the European Union Mobility Week. Thanks to support from
FDOT State Secretary Kevin Thibault and the Executive
team, the 2019 statewide campaign featured partnerships
with 253 organizations, including several transit agencies.
It all added up to 193 events across 53 counties to promote safe,
multimodal transportation options. This was enormous growth
from the first Mobility Week in 2016, which featured 19 events
with 21 partners in Central Florida. A signature event during
Mobility Week is the Mix-It-Up Challenge, which encouraged
travelers to try carpooling, biking, walking, telecommuting,
or use public transportation. Almost 200 people took the
challenge to try something new during Mobility Week in 2019.
Manatee County Area Transit (MCAT) offered a free travel
training program. Collier Area Transit (CAT) hosted a
passenger appreciation day, with local vendors providing free
samples of healthy food. Jacksonville Transportation Authority
(JTA) provided information about their Ultimate Urban
Circulator to the public at the Riverside Arts Market. StarMetro
hosted a Bus Ambassador Training session to help people make
the most of their local transit service. Liberty County Transit
partnered with several local restaurants to offer special lunch
deals and discounts to riders. Big Bend Transit launched the
Havana Express, offering free rides all month long. Tri-Rail and
South Florida Commuter Services promoted their Guaranteed
Ride Home (GRH) program at locations across South Florida.
Palm Tran provided fun giveaways at several locations across
the county. Space Coast Area Transit and Lake Xpress hosted
multiple events, including free transit rides, helmet fittings,
travel trainings, and ride-along with transit advocates.

From the Chair (cont. from page 1)
and grocery stores. Transit remains a vital link to ensure
our nation can remain open and we must continue to
provide these services, even as it puts our employees at
risk. To date, five (5) transit system personnel in Florida
have tested positive for COVID-19. We all hope that these
employees recover quickly. Unfortunately, across the U.S.,
over 100 transit system personnel have died so far due to
this disease. Our thoughts and prayers go out to the family,
friends, and co-workers of these courageous individuals.
We are lucky in Florida that we have such a strong
relationship with our Florida Department of Transportation
(FDOT), who is providing statewide guidance and support,
along with the Center for Urban and Transportation
Research (CUTR). Jointly, they have developed numerous
resource guides and are collecting information daily
to assess the needs of our transit systems. FPTA and the
Commission for the Transportation Disadvantaged are
meeting numerous times a week with FDOT and CUTR
to share information and best practices. It is a very good
partnership and we especially want to thank FDOT and
CUTR staff as they keep our systems up-to-date, safe, and
healthy.
This is an epidemic of epic proportions and I have been
especially pleased with how our transit systems have
reacted. Thank You to you and your dedicated employees,
it is times like these that we can unequivocally show that
we, as an industry, are indeed an essential, vital service
to the community and we have, once again, risen to the
challenge.
Murriah Dekle

Murriah Dekle

FDOT, LYNX and SunRail co-hosted
a “Transit Coordinator Workshop” with
the goal of equipping transportation
coordinators at senior living facilities so
they can assist their residents to navigate
their public transit options. Other Mobility
Week events included a Multimodal
Transportation Workshop focused on
Mobility as a Service (Maas), “Brake for
Art,” a bike tour to familiarize attendees
with walkable/bikeable routes that are
accentuated with local art, and Florida
Bicycle Association’s “Ride Leader/Ride
Marshal” training. Join us next year! Mark
your calendars for Mobility Week 2020,
which will run October 30 - November 6,
2020. To learn more about FDOT’s
Mobility Week, visit www.MobilityWeekFL.
com or email Contact@MobilityWeekFL.
com.
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2020 Legislative Day (con’t. from page 1)
and Marion Hart, CTD Chair. Advocates
and participants traveled from all over
the state with some coming from as far
as Palm Beach, Volusia, and Escambia
counties.
Lucky Goat, a local coffee shop, provided
more than 350 cups of coffee to the
participants of the Annual Legislative
Day. The event ended with lunch in the
Capitol Courtyard for 500 attendees.
Many thanks to all of the sponsors,
exhibitors, and participants who made
the day a success.
We have already begun working together
to have another successful event next
year in 2021 and will notify everyone
when we have a date selected.
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Live Green: Why E-Waste Recycling Should Be Part Of Your Plan
You might think your business is
environmentally savvy, but did you know
there’s more to going green than saving
water and switching to energy efficient
light bulbs? Recycling electronic waste
through a charitable organization like
the 911 Cellphone Bank can lighten the
burden of the local landfill, conserve a
vast amount of energy, and improve our
quality of life. E-waste, also known as
electronic waste, comes in many forms,
from old and unused computers, to the
unclaimed cellphones in your lost and
found department. More than likely, there
is e-waste collecting dust at your place of
business.

What Can E-waste Recycling
Accomplish?
Numbers from TheBalance.com assert
that Americans generate more than
11.7 million tons of e-waste annually.
This breaks down to 416,000 mobile
devices and 142,000 computers every
single day, according to numbers from
the EPA. What does that mean in terms
of energy conservation? Look at it this
way: 1 pound of paper recycling saves
2.691 kWh of electricity vs. recycling only
1 pound of cellphones saves 9.95 kWh of
electricity (5 cellphones is approximately
one pound). If Americans recycled the

130 million cellphones that are tossed
aside annually in the United States, we
could save enough energy to power
more than 24,000 homes for a year. How
so? According to Dr. Frederic Beaudry,
recycling one million cellphones saves
enough energy to provide electricity to
185 U.S. households
for a year. In other
words,
recycling
5,405
cellphones
can save enough
energy to power the
average
American
home for a year,
while recycling one ton of paper saves
enough energy to power the same home
for only six months.
The energy saved by recycled e-waste is
only part of the environmental benefits.
Cellphones and other electronic devices
also contain hazardous materials such
as lead, mercury, cadmium, arsenic
and brominated flame retardants. Many
of those materials can be recycled and
reused; none of them should go into
landfills where they can
contaminate air, soil,
and groundwater. Even
though this electronic
waste represents only 2
percent of waste stream
discarded in American
landfills, it equals around
70 percent of toxic waste.
Only about 12.5% of
the electronic waste is
recycled worldwide.

MILLION YEARS for a cellphone to
decompose, so in other words... they
don’t. We have recycled 35,287 pounds
of cellphones over the past few years.
Between August 2013 –December 2019
we have given new life to 17,144 phones.
Organizations like the 911 Cellphone
Bank make it easy to
recycle old or unclaimed
cellphones.
By
simply
sending
the devices to the
organization,
you’re
doing your part to recycle
and save lives. The 911 Cellphone Bank
takes the unwanted devices, clears the
data and then donates the devices to be
used as lifelines for domestic violence
victims and other survivors of abuse or
violence. Reusing cellphones ensures that
the greatest possible value is recovered,
prevents the devices from ending up in
a landfill, and quite literally gives old
phones new life.

The 911 Cellphone
Bank Green
Initiative
It takes upwards of 1-2

Space Coast Area Transit Updates Bus Fleet in 2020
In addition to providing over 2 million
trips annually, Space Coast Area Transit
is laser focused on upgrading their aging
bus fleet. According to Transit Director
Scott Nelson, “We are in various stages
of multiple bus orders, including our
first alternative fuel buses. All of them
will be purchased with mostly Federal
Transit Administration capital grants.”
Two new Old-Time Beach Trolleys will
begin servicing Cocoa Beach Route 9 in
the March-April timeframe. Additionally,
a replacement program in the works for
26 smaller Paratransit buses. Initially
purchased in 2011-2013, the fleet's
mileage ranges from 170,000-250,000.
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“Although their intended lifespan is only
5 years, Space Coast Area Transit’s
rigorous maintenance program allows us
to keep the buses much longer,” Nelson
said. The replacement kicks off with 4
new thirty-foot Freightliners and 3 new

twenty-four-foot Ford E-450 buses, all
of which should be in service soon. The
Brevard County Board of Commissioners
voted to fund two new Paratransit routes
that started in October of 2019.
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Florida Transit System’s Respond to COVID-19 Pandemic
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Tri-Rail Reaches Highest Ridership Record In 2019
which publicized just last month that
public transportation ridership increased
by 2.2% nationally in the third quarter of
2019. The trend is also consistent with
what is happening in the State, as Visit
Florida reported a 3.7 increase in visitors
to Florida in the first three quarters of
2019.
“This was a great way to finish TriRail’s 30th anniversary year but as it
is my first year on the job, I feel this is
just the beginning and I look forward
to continuing this trend,” added
Abrams. “We thank our passengers,
supporters and staff for their part in this
achievement.”
Tri-Rail operates 50 trains on weekdays
and 30 trains on weekends and holidays.
The system operates hourly during offpeak times and weekends, and 20 and
30 minute headways during weekday
peak times.

The South Florida Regional Transportation Authority (SFRTA)
announced that Tri-Rail reached its highest calendar year
ridership record in 2019 with 4,495,039 passengers.
This is a 1.8 % increase from the previous year, and an
upward trend the agency has been experiencing for the
last three years.“ This record achievement underscores the
growing need for the reliable and economical service that
Tri-Rail provides,” said Steven L. Abrams, SFRTA Executive
Director. “People in South Florida are appreciating more
and more the role that public transportation plays in their
lives. Whether it’s to get to work or school, leisure travel,
or just getting from one point to the next while avoiding
highway traffic, mobility is being appreciated today more
than ever.”

FREEDOM BUS SOURCE, LLC

2020 MODEL YEAR

5107 Lena Rd #103 Bradenton, FL * 941-809-6287 *
5107 Lena Rd #103, Bradenton,
FL * 941-809-6287 * FreedomBusSource.com
FreedomBusSource.com

For more information on equipment features and a complete list of available
floor plans, visit us at www.FreedomBusSource.com
Turtle Top Van Terra

TRIPS-17-CA-FBS Cutaway Type Vehicle
Turtle Top Van Terra
SusanGould@FreedomBusSource.com
TRIPS-17-CA-FBS Cutaway Type Vehicle
DennisGouwens@FreedomBusSource.com
SusanGould@FreedomBusSource.com
DennisGouwens@FreedomBusSource.com
Turtle Top Terra Transit
TRIPS-17-CA-FBS Cutaway Type Vehicle

SFRTA attributes the ridership increase to the system’s
improvement on service, with a banner year of over 90%
on-time performance (OTP) in 2019, including the highest
OTP month in its history in July with 96.64%. This has been
a result of an aggressive focus on improvements replacing
miles of rail on the corridor that removed several slow
orders.

Turtle Top Terra Transit

TRIPS-17-CA-FBS Cutaway Type Vehicle

Turtle Top Terra Transit XL
TRIPS-17-CA-FBS Cutaway Type Vehicle

The ridership increase also matches a national trend as
reported by the American Public Transportation Association,

Turtle Top Odyssey
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Our mission is to provide quality transportation equipment accompanied by exceptional service
and support that is second to none for the special needs community, providing freedom and ability
to travel safely and comfortably.

Our mission is to provide quality transportation equipment accompanied by exceptional service
and support that is second to none for the special needs community, providing freedom and
ability to travel safely and comfortably.
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Tampa Bay Area Regional Bus Roadeo and Technology Expo
The region’s best Bus Operators put their
skills on display at the second annual
Tampa Bay Area Regional Bus Roadeo
and Technology Expo on Sunday, March
8th, 2020, hosted by Manatee County
Area Transit (MCAT)
at the new Manatee
County Transit Fleet
Facility, in southern
Manatee County.
The MCAT bus operator
“team”
enjoyed
competition with their
regional partner to the
south, Sarasota County
Area Transit (SCAT), as well as regional
partners to the north: Hillsborough Area
Regional Transit (HART) and Pinellas
Suncoast Transit Authority (PSTA). This

regional event is free and open to the
public, and competitors, judges and
guests arrive early to enjoy a continental
breakfast, hot coffee, and orange juice;
and later during the event, a very fine
luncheon. At the conclusion of the event,
Roadeo participants and volunteers also
have the opportunity to win gift card
prizes via a ticket raffle.
The bus rodeo tests service delivery
operating skills in a series of
competitions around a test road course
set up with cones, barrels and bus
stops. Transit bus maintenance skills
are also part of the rodeo event, as
transit agency maintenance technician
teams are evaluated with respect to
their knowledge and
diagnostic skills. “It’s
fun to see professional
Bus Operators test their
skill and drive these
large transit coaches
on a very demanding
obstacle course,” said
Jim Egbert, the MCAT
Operations Chief.“
They’re maneuvering
a 35-foot long vehicle
weighing over 39,000
pounds; and the skill
sets on display are
impressive. The skill sets of transit agency
maintenance teams are remarkable,
and we always look forward to their
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participation.” Each year, one transit
agency is declared the overall winner for
the “Best of the Bay” competition; and
this year the HART transit operations
“team” won this distinguished regional
title. In addition, the
first-place
transit
and
paratransit winners from
each respective transit
agency will advance to
the April 4th Triple Crown
Bus Roadeo in Orlando.
The April 4th competition
determines
the
most
skilled bus operators and
maintenance technicians in
the State of Florida.
An added feature for this year’s Regional
Rodeo is the opportunity to share new
and emerging transit technology with a
“Technology Expo.” The MCAT “team”
introduced Interactive Voice Response
(IVR)
technology
for
paratransit
customers in 2017, mobile ticketing
as a fare payment option for transit
passengers in 2018, and in 2019,
state-of-the-art real-time bus arrival
and onboard infotainment technology
systems. According to MCAT Planning

A special “thank you” to those agencies
who supported the 2020 Tampa Bay
Regional Roadeo event:
Platinum Sponsors: Avail Technologies,
Inc. Creative Bus Sales, Q’Straint,
Driverge,
and
Manatee
County
Government.
Gold Sponsors: Tindale-Oliver, Gillig
Corporation,
Cintas,
Snackworks,
Trapeze, Message Point Media, and
Everglades Equipment Group.

Manager, Ryan Suarez, “the Technology
Expo provides the opportunity for
MCAT and their technology vendors,
Avail Technologies, Inc. and Message
Point
Media,
Inc.
to
share
these
impressive technology
advancements
with
regional partners.”
At the Expo, MCAT
staff positions buses
for
static
display,
and both MCAT staff
and
vendors
are
available to discuss
the
procurement,
integration
and
functionality of these
new
technology
systems on board MCAT transit and
paratransit buses. In addition, Dynamic
Message Signage, and Computer-Aided
Dispatch technology systems are on
display.

The MCAT,
SCAT, HART and PSTA
staff worked together on the Regional
Roadeo event and a host of staff from
each agency serve as course experts
and course judges. Special guests Jay
Goodwill and Roberta Yegedis provided
their
assistance
by
maneuvering
the course throughout the Roadeo
competition and picking-up obstacle
course score sheets and forwarding
scoresheets to the event’s scorers. Thank
you to all of these “transit friends” for
their hard work, ongoing event support
and participation. Way to go!

Transit Agencies Help Older
Adults Ride With Confidence

Brevard’s Transit Director
Names 2020
The Year of the Bus Shelter
After extensive and sometimes years of planning, up to 16 bus
shelters will become reality in the next 10 months leading Space
Coast Area Transit Director Scott Nelson to name 2020 The Year
of the Bus Shelter. “While on the surface it may appear easy
to construct and install bus shelters, the actuality is that it is a
very tedious process that requires engineering, determination of
shelter amenities such as bike racks, permitting, site preparation
— which sometimes includes piping of ditches, installing
concretepads, constructing the actual shelter, contracts with
municipalities or other entities for shelter cleaning/maintenance,
and last but not least, funding,” Nelson explained.

A new

In Florida, transportation options are more accessible than
ever. With an average of 600-900 people moving to Florida
each day, more Floridians and visitors are choosing to take
advantage of our robust public transportation network. In fact,
in 2018, Florida transit for urban fixed routes served more than
200 million passengers.
The Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT) continues to
create a robust, multimodal transportation system that meets
the needs of a growing Florida. In February, the FDOT’s Safe
Mobility for Life Coalition and Florida Public Transportation
Association (FPTA) partnered with Rollins Lifelong Learning
Center and the Neighbors Network to host a Safe Transit for
Life Workshop in Winter Park. The goal of the workshop was to
teacholder adults how they can use their local transit system, as
a possible alternative to driving.
Attendees at the event heard from the coalition about the ways
to achieve safe mobility for life and the importance of planning
ahead to meet their future transportation needs. The FPTA
talked about the benefits of transit and why people choose to
make the switch.

Mike McGrew, Construction Coordinator for Brevard County
Facilities Construction has been designated the bus shelter
project manager. “His professionalism, construction knowledge
and eye for detail will ensure our project are completed ontime and within budget,” Nelson said. “All of us will be the
beneficiaries of his high level of skill.”
A Federal Transit Administration Capital grant combined with
$120,000 from the Merritt Island Redevelopment Agency (MIRA)
will pay for the $677,000 project cost. Funding from MIRA more
than covered the cost of extra amenities they requested for the
4 shelters to be located on SR 3 and SR 520 corridors, where
average daily traffic counts exceed 70,000 trips. Eddie Labron,
MIRA Chairman, stated that the new bus shelters will help
“promote multi-modal infrastructure; alleviate slum and blight;
address the safety for users of the transit system; improve the
quality of access to public transportation; and further community
workforce opportunities.
The infrastructure benefits of our bus shelter ‘stations’ include
providing bike racks for workers, tourists and residents with
an adjacent Fixit station that includes all the tools necessary
to perform basic bike repairs and maintenance; litter control
with ecofriendly composting trash receptacles and cigarette
disposal systems, and deterring crime and vandalism through
the addition of eco-solar lighting.”

The group also learned all about their local SunRail commuter
train and LYNX bus system directly from local experts. At the
end of the workshop, 14 people put their new transit smarts to
the test. Each personparticipated in a guided ride to Downtown
Orlando and back, taking both SunRail and LYNX. The group
learned how to purchase and present their tickets, make
transfers, utilize handicap seating and ramps and request their
stops. Most importantly, they learned that traveling via transit
can be an easy and comfortable experience. Members of the
group are already planning their next adventures via train and
bus.
The Safe Mobility for Life Coalition offers resources and
materials to help older adults tackle transit with confidence.
The Tips on How to Use Transportation Options in Florida –
Public Transit brochure is a great place to start. This resource
lists transit systems by county and provides contact information.
It also provides a transit overview and shares tips to keep riders
safe. Download or order your free copy at safemobilityfl.com.
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